the primary consideration, and the majority of
the paper covers their wind tunnel experiments.
The work was primarily done on a 1/6 scale model
of an NACA 0024 airfoil section. The majority
of their work was concentrated on determining
the optimum airfoil/ground interface. They concluded the ideal situation is for the airfoil to
butt up to the ground as closely as possible,
with the minimum gap required for banking and
steering control. In addition, they developed a
ccmputer program to predict optimum acceleration
and top speed. Based on various runs with this
computer program, they also came to the conclusion that minimizing weight was highly important, and there seemed to be no upper limit to
the improvement of speed with the number of riders.
"Theory of Wing Sections," by Abbott and
Von Doenhoff, is the bible of every serious aerodynamicist, and no human-powered vehicle designer should be without it. It is a 600-page
paperback currently selling for about $5.00 at
better aerodynamics or airplane supply houses.
The first half of the book is a serious textbook
which goes into great scientific detail on the
development and selection of airfoils, and provides information for both the beginning scientist and the advanced engineer with calculus.
The more useful sections in this part of the
book are subchapters concerning aerodynamic drag
on airfoil shapes broken down into shape drag
and skin friction-drag. It also goes into detail describing the numbering system for airfoils
and how to select airfoils based on the characteristics given in the last half of the book.
This section presents such airfoil characteristics as the precise shape designation, giving
dimensional coordinates for use in laying up
your own airfoil profile. Also presented are
the aerodynamic drag and lift characteristics of
each one of these airfoils, with different surface roughnesses and at different angles of atIt is worth noting that the first place
tack.
single and the first place multiple machines
frcm last year's event both used airfoils selected from this book. Van Valkenburgh'-s single
machine utilized the 66021 profile, and the multiple Northrop entry utilized a 66012 profile.
It may not be coincidental that they both indeshapes.
pendently selected almost identical
However, be forewarned that this airfoil shape
is known as a "laminar flow airfoil," in which
the surface finish is incredibly critical. That
is, absolutely no waviness or surface roughness
***
can be tolerated.

cialists and facilities. Therefore, in the interests of equalizing competition, these engineers sometimes see an obligation to share recent technological research and research papers,
and in a language that the layman can understand. While we are always able to observe everything about someone else's vehicle, sometimes
the more subtle technological advantages may not
be obvious. Therefore, we will summarize here a
few of the more useful of the engineering papers
that have recently praomoted drastic increases in
the speed of human powered vehicles.
Professor Chet Kyle, of California State
University, Long Beach, has done a significant
amount of research in human-powered vehicles,
has presented his findings at various
and
conferences around the world. Some of his earublished
liest and most useful information wac
in Bicycle Magazine in July and August of 1974.
interested in reducing the drag of
Anyone
pedal-power vehicles would find his story a good
starting point. His most recent work is a published paper presented at a conference on human
power in Germany. In this paper he reviews the
major points of his research over the last five
years. He begins by demonstrating the technique
of measuring the rolling resistance and air drag
of lightweight, streamlined vehicles by the use
of the coastdown technique. This can be as simple as using a stopwatch over a given distance,
or a carefully calibrated speedometer and a
stopwatch; or it can be as sophisticated as Professor Kyle's use of electronic timing traps and
a perfectly smooth, flat indoor hallway where
there are no wind effects. In Professor Kyle's
latest paper he presents the results of measuring rolling resistance and air drag on such diverse vehicles as an unstreamlined bicycle, partially faired bicycles, two of his fully streamlined standard bicycles, Paul Van Valkenburgh's
Aeroshell models, Van Valkenburgh's fully recumbent
record-setting streamlined Quadricycle,
Mario Palombo's three-wheeler, and Bill Watson's
Nowhere else in the
recumbent two-wheeler.
world is there so much information available on
so many different and successful streamlined
human powered vehicles. Another feature of Professor Kyle's paper is his explanation of the
use of the ergonometer in measuring typical and
high-performance human power output in many difHe has
ferent configurations of machinery.
measured human power output in the standard pedaling position, prone position, supine position, and the measurement of human power using
both arms and legs, arms only, and legs only.
He has also measured human power output over
various lengths of time to determine the optimum
acceleration rate to reach maximum terminal
speed. For copies, contact Professor Kyle.
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Cornell University has produced the only
streamlined
involving
research
known
human-powered vehicles in engineering wind tunThe work was done by Stephen Fuginel tests.
kawa and John Olson of the Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering in. ay, 1977.
The paper is based on an attempt to design the
theoretically optimum streamlined vehiicle for
the Humah Powered Speed Championships. However,
the authors soon discovered that aerodynamics is

The large number and wide variety of vehicles that turn out for the annual speed championships are so radical and so unique that it is
hardly possible for a person to study each one
in one short weekend.Since each team and machine
is a major story in itself we can't really do it
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